Abstract. Technologies supporting online education have been abundantly developed recent years. Many repositories of digital learning resources have been set up and many recommendation approaches have been proposed to facilitate the consummation of learning resources. In this paper, we present an approach that combines three recommendation technologies: content-based filtering, word semantic similarity and page ranking to make resource recommendations. Content-based filtering is applied to filter syntactically learning resources that are similar to user profile. Word semantic similarity is applied to consolidate the contentbased filtering with word semantic meanings. Page ranking is applied to identify the importance of each resource according to its relations to others. Finally, a hybrid approach that orchestrates these techniques has been proposed. We performed several experiments on a public learning resource dataset. Results on similarity values, coverage of recommendations and computation time show that our approach is feasible.
Introduction
During the past few years, along with the development of technologies supporting online education, numerous repositories of digital learning resources have been set up, such as MERLOT 1 , OER Commons 2 and LRE For Schools 3 [21] . They provide open learning resources of various disciplines (such as arts, humanities, science and technologies, etc.), levels (such as primary school, secondary school, high school, higher education, etc.) and types (such as lab, lecture note, exercise, tutorial, etc.). These resources allow users to self-study or to consolidate their knowledge on different domains. However, the variety of these resources, in contrast, easily discourage users to continue studying. For instance, whenever users want to study a subject, they search or browse resources related to that subject and preview them using try-and-error method. They spend much time to reach to their expected resources. In addition, after learning a resource, they should redo the search/browse process if they want to find other related resources.
In order to encourage the usage of online learning resources, recommender systems are considered as a pivotal solution, especially on the Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) domain [14] . Many approaches that apply recommendation techniques to support resource recommendation have been proposed. For example, they apply collaborative filtering [12, 20] , content-based filtering [9, 11] , examine user ratings [5, 15] , study association rules [12, 19] or analyze user feedback [8] . Bayesian model [1] , Markov chain [6] , resource ontologies [16, 19] and hybrid models [16, 7] were also proposed. However, most of existing systems still remain at a design or prototyping stage. Only few of them have been reported to be evaluated through trials that involved human users [14] .
In our work, we also target to encourage the usage of online learning resources with recommendations. However, different from existing approaches, we propose an innovative solution that orchestrate 3 recommendation techniques: contentbased filtering, word semantic similarity and page ranking. Content-based filtering is applied to filter syntactically learning resources that are similar to user profile. Word semantic similarity is applied to consolidate the content-based filtering with word semantic meanings. Page ranking, which is inherited from the Google PageRank algorithm [2] , is applied to identify the importance of each resource according to its relations to others. By hybridizing these techniques, our objective is three-fold: (i) to present an important application of recommendation techniques on a specific domain, which is online education, (ii) to show a possible combination of existing techniques to develop a hybrid recommendation approach, and (iii) to demonstrate a retrieval of important items that are not only syntactically but also semantically relevant to a request.
As keywords present concisely and precisely the content of resource, whereas recent viewed resources present recent user interest, we propose to build implicitly user profile based on keywords of recent viewed resources. By building user profile based on historical keywords, our approach is able to make recommendations that are close to user recent interest. In addition, it does not ask any effort from users such as completing registration form, specifying preferences, etc.
The paper is organized as follows: the next section elaborates in detail recommendation techniques applied in our approach and their combination. Experiments are presented in section 3. Related word is discussed in section 4 and we conclude our approach in section 5.
Learning Resource Recommendation
In this section, we present in detail approach to recommend learning resources for an active user. We firstly introduce a basic CB filtering approach that applies vector space model (section 2.1). Then, we show a refinement of text vectors based on word semantic similarity (section 2.2) and the ranking of resources based on their relations (section 2.3). Finally, we present a hybrid approach that combines these techniques (section 2.4).
Content-Based Filtering with Vector Space Model
Vector Space Model (VSM) is a method popularly used in Information Retrieval to compute the similarity between documents. It considers each word as a dimension. It presents each document as a vector in the n-dimensional space of words. Elements of each vector are weights of the corresponding words in the document, which present their importance in the corpus. These weights are computed by the term-frequency (TF) and inverse-document-frequency (IDF). Concretely, consider a documents d i , which is presented by a vector
. . , w in }, where n is the number of words in the corpus and w ik (k = 1..n) is the weight of the k th element in the vector. w ik is computed by Eq. 1
where |w k | is the occurrence of the word w k in d i , |d i | is the number of words in d i , and |D k | is the number of documents containing w k . Then, similarity between documents is computed by the cosine of the angle between their representative vectors. For example, similarity between two documents d i and d j is computed by Eq. 2.
In our approach, we apply VSM to compute the similarity between a user profile and a resource description. User profile is defined by the set of keywords of his recent viewed resources, whereas resource description is all the text that are used to describe a resource 4 . Concretely, consider a corpus that consists of m learning resources and an active user u a is viewing a resource r a . Assume that m resources contain n different words. Let d i be text description of resource r i (i = 1..m). We present
is the TF-IDF weight (computed by Eq. 1) of the k th corresponding word in the resource description. Let {k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k t } be t keywords of h recent viewed resources of u a . We consider these historical keywords as a query q a . We present q a as a vector − → q a = {w a1 , w a2 , . . . , w an } in the same space with resource descriptions. Elements of − → q a are TF-IDF weights of corresponding words in the query.
Then, according to Eq. 2, similarity between q a and d i is given by Eq. 3.
4 In our experiments, di includes words in the title, abstract, keywords, discipline and classification of the resource
We apply Eq. 3 for all d i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }. Then, we sort resources in descending order according to the computed similarity with q a . Finally, top-K resources are selected as the relevant resources of the active user's historical keywords.
As words can appear in different forms (singular, plural) and tenses (present, past, future), we proceed words stemming and stop-words removing before performing the similarity computation. In addition, as keywords can be singular words or compound words, we preprocess resource descriptions by identifying compound words that are matched to those in the historical keywords. By this identification, we can treat compound words as singular words.
For example, consider a query and a resource r i with description d i as follows: q a ={recommender system, technology enhanced learning, learning resources} d i ={On the technology enhanced learning domain, recommender systems are consider as a pivotal solution to recommend learning resources.} After words stemming and stop-words removing, singular word treatment identifies the word occurrence in q a and d i as follows.
q a : {recommend(1), system(1), technology(1), enhance(1), learn(2), resource(1)} d i : {technology(1), enhance(1), learn(2), domain(1), recommend(2), system(1), consider(1), pivot(1), solution(1), resource(1) } meanwhile, compound word treatment identifies the word occurrence in q a and d i as follows.
q a : {recommend system (1), technology enhance learn (1), learn resource (1)} d i : {technology enhance learn (1), domain (1), recommend system (1), consider(1), pivot(1), solution(1), recommend (1), learn resource (1)} Based on these word occurrences, TF-IDF (Eq. 1) and VSM (Eq. 3) are applied to computed the similarity between q a and d i .
Query-Resource Matching based on Word Semantic Similarity
Polysemy and synonymy are common problems facing in text processing. If we deal with only word syntactical matching, without considering the semantic similarity, we easily miss potential matchings of different words which expose the same meaning. In this section, we present an integration of word semantic similarity in our approach in order to recommend more precisely learning resources.
There exist many research on the word semantic similarity that can be applied in our approach, such as [10, 4, 13, 18] . However, as we focus on the matching between resources instead of semantic similarity, discussion about this topic is out of scope of our paper. In our experiment, we adopt the work of Peter Kolb [10] , which is a high accurate approach based on the co-occurrence of words in the Wikipedia dataset, to compute the word semantic similarity.
Consider an active user u a who has recently viewed h resources which have a list of keywords q a = {k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k t }. We consider this list as a query. For each resource r i , which is considered to match with q a , we propose to replace each word in the resource description, i.e d i , by its most semantically similar word in the query if this word does not appear in the query. We update the weight of words in the resource description according to their semantical similarity with the selected words in the query . Finally, we weight words in both resources and query by TF-IDF and compute their similarity by applying VSM.
Concretely, consider a word v x in resource description d i with an occurrence o x . Suppose that v x is most semantically similar to a word k y in q a with a similarity value s(v x , k y ) ∈ (0, 1). We substitute v x in d i by k y and update its weight to w xy = o x s(v x , k y ). This means that o x times that v x appears in d i is considered as o x s(v x , k y ) times that k y appears in d i . We repeat this substitution for all words in d i .
Recall the example of q a and d i in section 2.1. The substitution of words in d i by the most semantically similar words in q a is given in Table 1 . For instance, the word 'domain' in d i is the most similar to the word 'resource' in q a (similarity=0.015), we replace the word 'domain' by 'resource' and update its weight to 1 × 0.015 = 0.015 and so on. Table 1 : Example of word substitution based on semantic similarity
Assume that n 1 words in d i are replaced by k 1 with the updated weights are {w 11 , w 21 , . . . , w n11 }, n 2 words in d i are replaced by k 2 with updated weights are {w 12 , w 22 , . . . , w n22 }, and so on, and n 0 words in d i are not replace by any word in the query.
The resource description
Similarity between l a and d i is calculated by similarity between q a and d i . As weights of k t+1 , . . . , k t+n0 are 0, we can remove them in d i . d i becomes a vector in the same space with q a . We, then, compute TF-IDF (Eq. 1) for words in both q a and d i . Finally, we apply VSM (Eq. 3) to calculate their similarity.
For example, after substitute words in d i according to Table 1 , we obtain d i ={recommend(2.056), system(1), technology(1.017), enhance(1.0043), learn(2), resource(1.015)}, which is a vector in the same space with q a . Then, we can apply TF-IDF and VSM to compute their similarity.
According to similarity between the query and all resources, we make recommendations by selecting the top-K most similar resources. In experiment, we run our approach and compare results in two cases: recommendations with and without word semantic similarity.
Resource Ranking Inspired from Google PageRank Algorithm
The importance of a resource in a corpus can be evaluated by different criteria such as the knowledge provided by that resource, its applications on different domains, its relations to other resources, or just the number of users viewing that resource. In this section, we present a ranking algorithm to evaluate the importance of resources based on their relations. This algorithm is inspired from the Google PageRank algorithm [2] .
According to [2] , rank of a page A is computed by Eq. 4.
where
. . , T n are pages which point to A and C(T i ) is the number of links going out of T i . Initial page rank of each page is 1 N where N is the number of pages. Page ranks of all pages are iteratively updated by Eq. 4 until they achieve stable values within a given threshold.
By another point of view [17, 22] , page ranks are defined as a vector v * that satisfies:
where G is the Google matrix, which is defined as:
where S is the matrix with all entries equal to 1 and M is a transition matrix. 
until |v i+1 − v i | < ( is a given threshold). As G is a Markov matrix, v i+1 will converge to v * after certain iterations. v * presents the ranking of web pages according to their hyperlink. Inspired by the Google PageRank algorithm, we propose an algorithm to compute the ranking of learning resources. In our algorithm, we take into account resource relations instead of hyperlink between pages.
Basically, a resource can be a part of another resource, include other resources or associate to other resources. We define these relations respectively 'is part of ', 'contains' and 'associates to', in which 'is part of' is a 1-1 relation, 'contains' is a 1-n relation and 'associates to' is an n-n relation (Fig. 1) .
Each relation not only presents a hyperlink between resources, but also exposes a particular semantic meaning. For instance, 'associates to' indicates a set of coherent resources that supplement each other to present some knowledge; 'contains' lists out a set of resources to be involved within a subject and some of them could be not coherent; 'is part of' signifies a resource which is a member of another resource but does not clearly present involved related resources. According to these meanings, we propose to assign a relation weight to each relation type. Concretely, 'associated to' has more weight than 'contains' and 'contains' has more weight than 'is part of'. Let w ra , w rc and w rp be weights of 'associates to', 'contains' and 'is part of', we have w ra > w rc > w rp . For simplicity, we set 5 :
In Google PageRank algorithm, weights of all hyperlink are set to be equal. In our approach, we weight relations between resources according to their types instead of giving an average weight for all relations. Concretely, assume that a resource r i has a 'associates to' relations, b 'contains' relations and c 'is parts of' relations, we have:
From Eq. 8 and Eq. 9, we have:
Eq. 9 ensures that the matrix M and G in Eq. 6 are Markov matrices. Hence, the multiplication of these matrices with an initial weighted-vector will converge to an eigenvector vector. It means that we can compute the PageRank vectors of resources based on the new weights. The weights calculated by Eq. 10 are used to initialize the matrix M and G in Eq. 6. Then the ranking vector v * is calculated by Eq. 7.
For example, Fig 2 presents relations of 4 resources (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 ) in a corpus. Based on these relations, we can compute the weights of each relations (w ra , w rc , w rp ) and create the relation matrix M (the right column in Fig 2) . Each element M [i,j] presents the weight of relation from r j to r i and the matrix satisfy that sum of all elements in each column is equal to 1. Based on M , we can easily compute G and v * by applying Eq. 6 and Eq. 7. The PageRank vector presents the importance of resources according to their relations. Their rankings can be used in a resource searching application, similar to page rankings are used in the Google search engine. They can also be considered as a parameter in a recommendation application in order to refine the recommendation result. 
A Hybrid Recommendation Approach
The content-based filtering algorithm (section 2.1) and its refinement with word semantic similarity (section 2.2) enable the retrieval of resources that are syntactically and semantically similar to user profile. Meanwhiles, resource ranking (section 2.3) helps to identify the importance of resources based on their relations. Therefore, their combination possibly retrieves resources that are both important and relevant to a user. In our approach, we propose to multiply the similarity between user profile and resources with the ranking of resources to infer their final matching scores. Concretely, consider an active user u a who has a profile q a and a resource r i which has a description d i . Let d i be the refined resource of d i by applying word semantic similarity according to the query q a . The final matching score between q a and r i is given by Eq. 11.
where sim(q a , d i ) is the similarity between q a and d i given by Eq. 3, v * (i) is the ranking of r i in the corpus.
We compute the matching scores (Eq. 11) between q a and all resources. We sort these scores in descending order and select top-K corresponding resources for recommendations.
Pseudo codes of the hybrid algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. In line 1, resource ranking is computed and stored in vector v * . From line 2 to line 9, similarity between user profile q a and each resource r i (line 3-7) and their final matching score (line 8) are computed. After all, resources are sorted by their final matching scores (line 10) and top-K resources are picked up for recommendations (line 11).
Experiments
We performed experiments on the learning resources that are published by the Open University of Humanities 6 (http://www.uoh.fr/front). However, due to 
9 end 10 Sort ri ∈ R by scr(qa, ri) in descending order. ; 11 rec(a) ← top-K resources in the sorted list. ; the university privacy, historical usage data is not shared. So, we could not evaluate our approach based on ground-trust based metrics such as Precision/Recall, MAE, RMSE, etc. Instead, we measured the similarity values, the coverage of recommendations, the convergence of ranking vector and the computation time of our proposed algorithms in order to evaluate the feasibility of our approach. We elaborate in the following the collected dataset (section 3.1), our implementation (section 3.2) and experimental results (section 3.3).
Dataset
The Open University of Humanities is a French numerical university that provides open access to learning resources related to human science. These resources are created by teachers, lecturers of French higher educational schools. Each resource is published together with its description under the Learning Object Metadata (LOM) format. This description provides basic information of the resource such as title, abstract, keywords, discipline, types, creator, relations to other resources, etc.
As resource descriptions are public under a standard format, we crawled and parsed them to extract necessary information for our experiments. We collected 1294 resource descriptions, which indicate 62 publishers (universities, engineering schools, etc.), 14 pedagogic types (slide, animation, lecture, tutorial, etc.), 12 different formats (text/html, video/mpeg, application/pdf, etc), 10 different levels (school, secondary education, training, bac+1, bac+2, etc.) and 2 classification types (dewey, rameau). Among 1294 resources, 880 resources have relations with other resources, in which 692 resources have relation 'is part of', 333 resources have relation 'contains' and 573 resources have relation 'associates to'.
The collected dataset contains essential information for our proposed algorithms, including resource descriptions, which are used in the content-based filtering and word semantic similarity algorithms, and their relations, which are used in the resource ranking algorithm.
Implementation
We developed a Java program to crawl and extract the public resources. We used Apache Lucene 7 for word stemming and stop words removal. We used DISCO library 8 for word semantic similarity. We simulated 1000 queries, each of which includes keywords of 10 resources. We assumed that these resources are recently viewed by an active user. For each query, we computed recommendations in 6 different cases:
1. SingularKW : we consider keywords and resource descriptions as sets of singular keywords and run the content-based filtering algorithm. 2. CompoundKW : we preprocessed resource descriptions by identify their compound words that are matched with compound words in the query. Then, we consider each compound word as a singular word and run the content-based filtering algorithm. 3. SemanticCB : we replace words in resource descriptions by the most semantically similar words in the query. Then, we run the content-based filtering algorithm with the new resource descriptions. 4. SingularKW-PageRank : we run the hybrid algorithm that combines the content-based filtering with singular word matching and resource rankings based on their relations. 5. CompoundKW-PageRank : we run the hybrid algorithm that combines the content-based filtering with compound word matching and resource rankings. 6. SemanticCB-PageRank : we run the hybrid algorithm that combines the content-based filtering with semantic word similarity and resource ranking.
We run our proposed algorithms on a Mac laptop with the configuration as follows: CPU 2GHz Core i7, Memory 8G 1600 MHz, SSD 251G and OS X 10.9.2.
Results
We set damping factor d = 0.85 (like Google) and differential parameter α = 0.9 (see section 2.3). We run our algorithms on 1000 different queries and obtained results as follows.
In the first experiment, we target to measure similarity values between queries and resources. For each query, we compute the average similarity values of top-K resources that are selected for recommendations. Fig. 3 shows experimental results of the 6 different cases mentioned above. The SemanticCB and SemanticCB-PageRank cases achieve the highest average similarity values as they take into account both syntactic and semantic word similarity. In the second experiment, we measure the coverage of recommendations, i.e. the percentage of resources that are considered for the top-K selection. We obtained that the CompoundKW and CompoundKWPageRank cases (notated by CompoundKW*) have the lowest coverage (Fig. 4) . It is because the number of compound word matchings is much smaller than the number of singular word matchings and word semantic matchings. We also obtained that the coverage of the SemanticCB* cases is always 1. It means that for each query, we always find at least a word in a resource description that is semantically matched to a word in the query with a matching value greater than 0. In the third experiment, we target to measure the convergence of resource rankings with different thresholds (from 10 −4 to 10 −9 ). Fig. 5 shows the number of iterations needs to be performed to compute the ranking vector v * , the corresponding computation times and the convergence of resource rankings. Theses results show that our approach can rapidly rank resources based on their relations, for instance, we can rank 1294 resources within 180ms with a very small threshold 10 −9 . In the last experiment, we target to measure the computation time of our algorithms, without the data preprocessing time. Fig. 6 shows that the SemanticCB* cases have the smallest computation time while the SingularKW* cases have the highest computation time. It is because the number of dimensions in the resource vector space in the SemanticCB* cases is the smallest and in the SingularKW* cases is the highest. The cases with PageRank have much more higher computation time than others as they include the computation time of resource ranking. Fig. 6 also shows that our algorithms can make recommendations in very short time (around 200 ms with 1294 resources).
According to the limitation of dataset, we do not evaluate our approach using ground-trust based metrics. However, experimental results on the similarity values, the coverage of recommendations, the convergence of ranking vector and the computation time showed that our approach is able to make recommendations in a very short time and for all queries. This means that our approach is feasible in reality.
Related Work
On the TEL domain, a number of recommendation approaches have been proposed to encourage the usage of learning resources for online education. Manouselis et. al. [14] have made a deep survey on these existing approaches, which apply recommendation techniques on different online education contexts. Common used techniques such as collaborative filtering [12, 20] , content-based filtering [9, 11] , association rules [12, 19] , user ratings [5, 15] and feedback [8] analysis have been exploited. However, none of existing approaches considers a combination of syntactic and semantic matching. In addition, most of them still remain at a design or prototyping stage. Only few of them have been reported to be evaluated through trials that involved human users [14] . In our approach, we take into account both syntactic and semantic matching together with resource ranking. We also provide experiments on a dataset of real online learning resources.
A related work that applied content-based and collaborative filtering on recent viewed resources has been proposed by Khribi et. al. [9] . They also presented experiments on resources that are presented in the standard Learning Object Metadata (LOM) format. However, different from them, we present another combination of existing recommendation techniques and we consider historical keywords as user profile instead of entire resource content. Although we performed experiments on LOM formatted resources, our approach can be applied on different resource formats as we take in to account resource descriptions instead of their formats.
Another related work that considered word similarity has been proposed by Chen et. al. [3] . They apply word similarity to compute the matching between user query and web contents. However, in their approach, they proposed to expand the user query by including all of their similar words. In our approach, instead of expanding the user query, we replacing words in a resource description by their most semantically similar words in the query.
Conclusion
Recommender systems have been considered as a pivotal solution to encourage the usage of online learning resources. In this paper, we present an innovative hybrid approach that combines three recommendation techniques: collaborativefiltering, semantic similarity and page rankings to generate resource recommendations. By this combination, our approach is able to recommend important resources that are syntactically and semantically relevant to user requests. In our approach, user profile is implicitly built based on keywords of recent viewed resources. Hence, we do not ask any effort from users. In addition, as recent viewed resources present recent interest of user, our approach is able to recommend resources that are close to user interest.
In future work, we will validate our approach on other datasets using groundtruth based metrics such as precision/recall, MAE and RMSE. We will take into account resource levels in order to filter resources that are best fitted to the learner's level. We also plan to integrate collaborative filtering and clustering techniques to improve the quality of recommendations.
